CASE STUDY

Improving Energy Efficiency at Older Facilities
Asti Winery in Cloverdale, CA

“Energy efficiency at Asti Winery has involved a lot of retrofit in terms of lighting and our cooling systems, and anywhere that
we could find an opportunity to improve our energy efficiency, PG&E has worked with us to help us improve those areas.”
- JEFF COLLINS, GENERAL MANAGER OF ASTI WINERY

A Commitment to Sustainability and a
Respect for Historical Preservation
Respecting both history and environmental sustainability
were key objectives for Asti’s owner, Treasury Wine Estates,
when planning energy efficiency upgrades and a major
winery expansion at the historic Italian Swiss Colony site.
The site was founded by Andrea Sbarboro as an agricultural
cooperative that revolved around winemaking to provide
work for the local Italian immigrants. In 2006, Asti built a
winery-within-a-winery in order to produce wines under
the newly acquired Souverain brand - a modern high-tech
facility inside a 120-year-old structure designated as a state
historic landmark. Since then, Asti has continued to improve
upon the sustainability of its operation, implementing several
energy efficiency measures in existing buildings, ranging
from improved lighting and cooling systems to wine tank
insulation and solar PV – resulting in an annual kWh savings
of 1,682,828.

Challenges at Older Facilities
Achieving energy efficiency upgrades in older buildings
while also respecting their historic character presents
many challenges. Current building codes and standards
(from seismic codes to electrical, mechanical and
plumbing codes) must be met when retrofitting older
facilities, and building schematics and electrical and
piping drawings are often lacking for older facilities.
Although respecting the historical integrity of a building
during a retrofit can sometimes increase project costs,
the value of overcoming these obstacles not only offers
cultural and land use preservation advantages, but
also economic benefits through energy savings. Jeff
Collins, General Manager of Asti Winery recommends
budgeting for the unexpected since there are often
extra costs associated with updating older buildings,
but also encourages others to take advantage of the
many rebates and incentives available through PG&E’s
programs.

Winery Expansion Project & Energy Efficiency Upgrades
•
•
•
•

Simple payback for 93 insulated wine tanks was 3 years, but with the PG&E incentives factored in, it
was reduced to 1.9 years.
Combined lighting, fan and compressors measures simple payback time was 1.2 years but with the
PG&E rebate included, the adjusted payback time was only 5 months.
Annual kWh Savings: 1,682,828 kilowatt hours
Total PG&E Rebate & Incentives since 2006: $245,249

“I would certainly encourage any wineries that have older buildings, if you can retain them and reuse them, to do so. It is
always a challenge with today’s codes and standards, but if you can reuse them, it just adds to your legacy, history and
pride.”
– CARL BOGNER, MAINTENANCE MANAGER, ASTI WINERY

Savings By Design Program
With the help of PG&E, Asti Winery found solutions to its challenges in the Savings By Design program, a statewide
utility-administered initiative that supports energy-efficient commercial, industrial, and agricultural construction and
design. PG&E’s team presented Asti with an array of insulation and refrigeration, lighting and compressor efficiency
recommendations to minimize energy consumption.
“We were focused on finding and implementing these measures, but our PG&E account manager, Jim Salomone, put all
these opportunities into one package for us and showed us exactly where we would qualify for rebates and how much
energy we would save at each step,” said Jeff Collins, General Manager of Asti Winery. “By addressing these challenges
right from the beginning of the design process, we were able to establish the business case for these measures and do
the right thing without going out to locate parts and pieces on our own.”

Lighting and Compressors

Asti’s energy management initiatives also included lighting, automated compressors and fans. The winery features an
energy-efficient high bay fluorescent lighting system equipped with motion sensors to ensure that the lights are on only
when necessary. The winery is designed to take maximum advantage of natural daylight – particularly in the stainless tank
area and the barrel room, where Collins says artificial lighting is virtually unnecessary during the day. The compressors
for the cooling system are driven by energy efficient motors which are controlled by computer – they automatically ramp
up and ramp down to complement each other and ensure that no single compressor is overburdened, saving power and
wear and tear on the equipment. Variable speed drives on condenser fans, evaporator fan cycling, floating head pressure
and floating suction pressure are other measures Asti’s system incorporates to reduce energy demands.

CSWA & PG&E Partnership

The California Sustainable Winegrowing Alliance (CSWA), a non-profit organization that promotes the adoption
of sustainable practices by California wineries and vineyards, has been partnering with Pacific Gas & Electric
Company (PG&E) since 2005 to host workshops and develop educational materials to help vintners and growers
improve the energy efficiency of their operations. For more information and a calendar of upcoming workshops,
visit www.sustainablewinegrowing.org.

“It really is walking the tightrope between maintaining the historical aspects, but also having an energy efficient winery.”
– SCOTT CURWOOD, ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY SENIOR MANAGER, TREASURY WINE ESTATES

Next Steps with PG&E
Contact your PG&E Account Representative to enhance your operation’s overall energy efficiency potential and to take
advantage of potential cost savings and rebates.
For more information, call the Agricultural Customer Service Center at 1-877-311-FARM (3276) or
visit www.pge.com/wineries.
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